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Before installing the product, please read the Installation 
      Manual carefully and keep it for future reference.
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After installation the manual must be kept by the customer. 
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1. Cleaning in water supply pipe
     Before installing the faucets, it is imperative to wash and flush out the dust, sand,
     etc.in the water supply pipe.
2. Installation of main body of faucets
   (1) Wind an appropriate amount of teflon tape on the thread of fixed connector and screw
         in the water supply pipe. Be sure to tight sufficiently.
  (2) Remove the fixing screws and anti-dropping screws and then install the main body
       of the water outlet onto the fixed connector. Firstly, tighten sufficiently with the fixing
       screws and then just lock tight the anti-dropping screws. (After applying some soap
       water, etc. on the O-ring of the fixed connector, it will be easier to assemble)
         Note: Adjust the water outlet to the optimum position.
                  To ensure that the body can fully cover the installation hole after installation,
                      the OD of the wall opening shall not be greater than 47. Please grasp
                      properly the installation hole dimension. Otherwise, the components buried
                      in wall may not be covered after installation.
                  Please make sure that lock fixing screws and anti-dropping screws,
                      otherwise likely spit water body in danger of falling.
Note
For the installation dimension of
the fixed connector, refer to the
 main points for installation
for the fixed connector.

The installation principle
of TBG01001 is the same
as TBG02001*, TBS02001*
TBS03001*.
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Fixed connector
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< The main points for installation
for the fixed connector.>

Main body of
water outlet

Gasket
O-ring

Fixed connector

Open spanner, metric 18mm
 (not supplied)

Anti-dropping
screws

Hex wrench metric
2.5mm (not supplied)

Fixing screws

Water outlet

Faucets installation



Installation completion figure 

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
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TBS02001* series
"LN" Bath Spout
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"LC" Bath Spout

upper edge face on
the bath tub

bath tub bottom face
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bath tub bottom face



Installation completion figure

Note: The above dimensional unit is mm.
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 "GO" Bath Spout

TBG02001* series
"GR" Bath Spout

upper edge face on
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bath tub bottom face

  



To maintain the good appearance of the product for a long time, the user
is requested to conduct maintenance and care by the following method.
1. Wipe with a piece of soft cloth frequently and use a piece of soft cloth
    dipped in water to wipe from time to time.
2. When dirt exists obviously, please use water to wash sufficiently after
    wiping with a neutral detergent.
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Maintenance

Anti-freezing measures

Attentions
4.When using in places where frost damage may occur, anti-freezing
   measures must be taken.
   The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause water
    leakage and  property loss. Damages caused by frost damage are
    repaired for a fee even during the warranty period. Please ensure that
    the ambient  temperature of the product is always above 0 .

When using in places where frost damage may occur, anti-freezing
measures must be taken.
1. The parts will be damaged due to frost damage, which may cause  water
    leakage.
2. Damaged parts caused by frost damage are repaired for a fee even during
    the warranty period.
3. After the construction is completed or when it is not used for a long  time,
    prepare to prevent sudden drop of temperature and prevent the product
    from frost damage.
4. Because of the risk of frost damage, please ensure that the ambient
    temperature of the product is always above 0 .

Attentions in construction and Maintenance



Use condition

 Warning
1. The hot water supply side of the faucets is in a condition of high
    temperature. Do not allow skin to contact with the hardware surface
    directly. Otherwise, scalding may occur.
2. Do not reverse the cold*hot water pipes. Otherwise scalding may occur.
3. Do not use steam to supply hot water. Otherwise, scalding may occur.

Attentions in construction

1. Do not impact the product. Otherwise, failure, water leakage may occur.
2. If the water outlet pressure is too high, please adjust the water valve to
    the water flow you need to avoid the water sprinkled out the basin.
3. With the product design being updated constantly, the physical object may
    not coincide with the figure. However, the basic principle for installation, use
    is the same.
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Attentions

1. Cold water supply*hot water supply pressure
    Minimum pressure   0.05MPa (flow pressure)
    Maximum pressure  1.0MPa (static pressure)
    Recommended Operating pressure  0.1 0.5MPa (flow pressure)
    Test pressure  1.6MPa (static pressure)
2.The temperature for water supply is 4~90 . It is recommended to use  hot water temperature
    of 60 ,Do not use steam to supply hot water.
3.The ambient temperature for use is above 0 . If the ambient temperature is lower than 0 ,
   the faucets will deform and crack from freezing.
4.Being out of use for a long time may result in internal and external rust to the faucets and
   being unable to be used.
5.If you want to scrap this product, do not treat it as you do for general household garbage.
   Please follow relevant statutes to have it treated, recovered and collected appropriately by an
   independent recovery system.
6.The product in these instructions has a cleaning function.

Use condition and attentions in construction

Warning: it means that ignoring this mark and misoperation may cause serious
personal injury and death.
Attention: it means that ignoring this mark and misoperation may cause personal
injury or property loss.



  

   

Detailed list

Detailed list
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The products using this detailed list include:
TBG01001* "GO" Bath Spout
TBG02001* "GR" Bath Spout
TBS02001* "LN" Bath Spout
TBS03001* "LC" Bath Spout

Water outlet body for bath………………1set

Fixed connector…………………………1set

Instructions for construction……………1copy

Instructions for operation……………… 1copy
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